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Manage and Validate New Product &  
Change Requests
Drive innovation by logging, tracking, and prioritizing requests.

New Project Requests
Streamline requests via centralized and standardized forms, while 
making the validation process easier with a holistic view of your supply 
chain’s capabilities, your entire product line, and vital sales information.

Many-to-Many Relationships
by tying performance to products at the spec level, you can forecast 
success to intelligently strategize which requests to prioritize and  
better serve your customers.

Accelerate speed to market by gaining comprehensive visibility into  
all the data that helps bring your products to life. Streamline project 
management, quickly build out BOMs, and forecast cost to determine 
profitability and sustainability of your new product from ideation to  
end-of-life.  

Specright’s SDM Platform and Product Development Module makes 
 it easy for product development professionals to manage the entire  
product life cycle, from ideation through end-of-life.  With Specright,  
you’ll spend less time chasing data and more time testing and finalizing  
your new product.

Product Development Module

Create Sustainable Products without 
Increasing Costs
Track sustainability throughout the product development cycle

Many-to-Many Relationships
Specification linkages enable users to easily see the materials  
being used by each product, so you can understand the  
sustainability of products as you create them.

Reports and Dashboards
Report on raw material usage and easily track and enforce  
sustainability throughout the product development cycle.

Enable Project Efficiency Gains
Break down silos between marketing, supply chain, and R&D 
with workflows & approvals.

Workflows & Approvals
With workflows, approvals, and automatic alerts, you can collaborate 
effectively across departments, identify bottlenecks, and accelerate the 
product development cycle.

Reports & Dashboards
Reporting features give you visibility into each step of the product 
development process to better measure effectiveness.

Streamline Ideation for Faster Time to Market
Enable faster turnaround and less error.

Dynamic Clone
Clone and easily edit product specs to fit your new design, saving 
time and allowing you to give your customers what they want faster.

Like Item Finder
If you want to build a brand new spec, use the Like Item Finder to  
easily search for existing specs and link them to new projects  
to accelerate ideation, while applying learnings from previous  
product development cycles.

Product Development Benefits
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I no longer have to search for 
information and validate the 
source - I grab the information 
I need from Specright and 
move on with my project.

Digitized Specs & Templates 
Raw Materials
Formulas
Ingredients
Products
Labels
Artwork
Multi-Level BOMs

Spec Management
Many-to-Many Relationships
Version Control & Supersede
History & Revision Tracking
Bulk Edit
Unit of Measure Conversion
Dynamic Clone
New Project Requests
Cost Analysis

Document Management
Bulk Uploads & Edits
Workflows, Approvals, & History
File Attachments
Full-Text Search

Reporting & Analytics
Pre-Built Reports & Dashboards
Like Item Finder
Specright IQ
Duplicate Specs Alert
Validation Rules

Increase Profits by Driving Intelligent  
Costing Analysis
Forecast cost to gauge profitability early on.

Cost Analysis
Build out your Bill of Materials (BOM) faster by rolling up costs  
from raw materials to the finished good level..

Like Item Finder
If you don’t have exact costs of new specs, utilize the Like Item Finder 
to use similar specs as a costing placeholder.

Key Capabilities

What Product Leaders Say

Laura Berlanga 
Product Innovation &  
Research Manager, 
Ocean Mist Farms

Learn More Today
Specright gives you back more time and 
resources to stop worrying about 
heavy administrative workloads and 
spend more time making amazing things.

Contact us to learn more about 
Specification Data Management and 
its impact on packaging management 
or schedule a demo today.
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